Efficient prediction of protein conformational pathways based on the hybrid elastic network model.
Various computational models have gained immense attention by analyzing the dynamic characteristics of proteins. Several models have achieved recognition by fulfilling either theoretical or experimental predictions. Nonetheless, each method possesses limitations, mostly in computational outlay and physical reality. These limitations remind us that a new model or paradigm should advance theoretical principles to elucidate more precisely the biological functions of a protein and should increase computational efficiency. With these critical caveats, we have developed a new computational tool that satisfies both physical reality and computational efficiency. In the proposed hybrid elastic network model (HENM), a protein structure is represented as a mixture of rigid clusters and point masses that are connected with linear springs. Harmonic analyses based on the HENM have been performed to generate normal modes and conformational pathways. The results of the hybrid normal mode analyses give new physical insight to the 70S ribosome. The feasibility of the conformational pathways of hybrid elastic network interpolation (HENI) was quantitatively evaluated by comparing three different overlap values proposed in this paper. A remarkable observation is that the obtained mode shapes and conformational pathways are consistent with each other. Our timing results show that HENM has some advantage in computational efficiency over a coarse-grained model, especially for large proteins, even though it takes longer to construct the HENM. Consequently, the proposed HENM will be one of the best alternatives to the conventional coarse-grained ENMs and all-atom based methods (such as molecular dynamics) without loss of physical reality.